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O R D E R 
 State is the appellant. Order dtd.22.05.2017 passed by Joint 

Commissioner of Sales Tax (Appeal), Balasore Range, Balasore (hereinafter 

referred to as, the First Appellate Authority) in First Appeal Case No. AA-

95/BA-2016-2017 (VAT) is under challenge, whereby the demand of 

Rs.4,31,160.00 raised by the Sales Tax Officer, Balasore Circle, Balasore 

(hereinafter referred to as, the Assessing Authority) vide order of assessment 

dtd.01.04.2014 to 27.11.2015, was reduced to the return figure.  

2. The brief facts of the case are that the dealer is a manufacturer 

of HDPE/PP bags. It purchases raw materials and consumables and sells 

the finished products inside and outside the State. The dealer’s premises 

were inspected on 27.11.2015 in course of which it was found out there was 

stock discrepancy which suggested sales suppression. On the basis of such 

AVR, a proceeding u/s.43 of the OVAT Act was initiated for the period 

01.04.2014 to 27.11.2015. The dealer is said to have remained absent 

despite service of notice for which the assessment was completed exparte by 

raising the demand as aforesaid.  

3. Being aggrieved, the dealer preferred first appeal, inter alia, 

challenging the finding relating to stock discrepancy on the ground that 
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physical stock verification was not done properly. Learned first appellate 

authority after considering the contentions held that the physical stock was 

not taken properly and that stock verification was made by assembling and 

weighing or counting by numbers or by pieces and further that it is not 

possible for 2/3 officers to take stock within a short span of time i.e. within 

one to two years. On such basis, it was held that the enhancement of 

turnover as made by the assessing authority was on presumption only 

without proper stocktaking or cross verification and hence, the demand was 

reduced to the return figure.  

 Being further aggrieved, the State has approached this Tribunal. 

4.  Sri M.S. Raman, learned A.S.C. appearing for Revenue has 

forcefully contented that the General Manager of the dealer firm was himself 

present during the stocktaking and had participated in the process without 

offering even a murmur of protest at the relevant time. Even in the 

Statement recorded by the audit officials, no objection or protest was made 

with regard to the mode of stocktaking by the inspecting officials. Therefore, 

according to Sri Raman, learned first appellate authority had no reason to 

interfere with the order of assessment.  

5. Per contra, Sri M.P. Jena, learned counsel appearing for the 

dealer has argued that it is a matter of common knowledge that the 

vigilance officials obtain the signatures of employees of the firm on 

statements prepared by them, which amounts to forced admission and 

hence, should not be given any importance. Nevertheless, the dealer raised 

objection at the earliest possible opportunity i.e. before the first appellate 

authority. Even otherwise, it is contended that the audit conducted by 

Central Excise for the relevant period does not contain any allegation 

against the dealer whatsoever. Therefore, according to Sri Jena, the 

impugned order does not warrant interference. 

6.  I have perused the audit report and the documents/records 

connected thereto. It is found out that the physical stocktaking of goods was 

done on 27.11.2015 in presence of one Sarat Kumar Sahoo, the General 

Manager (C&A) and Khetrabasi Rout, in-charge of production. Further, the 

statement of Sri Sarat Kumar Sahoo recorded by STO (Vig) is also available 

on record, wherein he has admitted that “During course of inspection the 
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STO (Vig) in my presence and Sri Khetrabasi Rout, person-in-charge of 

production and as counted by both of us, noted down the physical stock of 

finished as well as raw material available at the aforementioned place of 

business and as I could not explain anything regarding the physical stock 

instantly, I requested the STO (Vig) to give me some time to explain 

regarding the physical stock of different goods as noted down by the 

STO(Vig) vis-à-vis the books of account”.  

7. From a bare reading of the above statement and the documents 

containing endorsement of the said Sarat Kumar Sahoo regarding stock 

position, it is not understood as to how the stocktaking was held to be not 

done properly. The finding of learned first appellate authority that the stock 

was not taken properly or without weighment etc. therefore, appears to be 

based on surmises and conjectures. Evidently, learned first appellate 

authority has not considered the above referred statement and proof of 

stocktaking being done with the active cooperation of the General Manager 

and production-in-charge of the firm. 

8. To the above extent therefore, I find considerable force in the 

submission of Sri Raman that the impugned order cannot be sustained in 

the eye of law and that it calls for interference. 

9. In the result, the appeal is allowed. The impugned order is set 

aside. The order of assessment is confirmed.  

 

Dictated & corrected by me,            

                 Sd/-               Sd/- 

      Sashikanta Mishra,         Sashikanta Mishra, 
            Chairman,               Chairman, 
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